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Description: The collection consists of the papers of Seibert Quimby Duntley dated 1952-1968, including files on the SIO Visibility Laboratory, NASA, Sea Lab II, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Mine Advisory Committee, NRC Physics Division telephotometer, plane & trailer programs & Hydrological Research Program.
BOX  FOLDER TITLE

1  BuShips Contract N0bs-92058
   Bureau of Ships N0bs-95251 General
   BuShips Contract N0bs-84075, 1964 to date, FILE NO. 2 of 2
   Inactive Visit Clearance Requests/Visitors
   Gamma Photometer
   American Optical Company Study $50,000
   Contract F04701-68-C-0130, MOL 1968. UCSD Proposal 2305
   1967 MOL Astronaut Briefing, etc.
   National Aeronautics and Space Administration 1963-
   NASA Contract NAS9-5095, June 1967-
   NASA – Cambridge Proposal 3/6/68
   Sea Lab II – ONR/SIO
   Antigua, West Indies – ONR Laser site. Info from Norm Barnes, May 1967
   ARPA (Scotoscopes), L. Biberman. UCSD Proposal 1440, 20 November 1964
   Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 1963-
   Chemical Laser Conference – San Diego. 9-11 September 1964

2  CVC Project – NASA under Contract BuShips N0bs-92058, Jan. 1964 –present. This project has sometimes been called “NASA/ALLEN”
   Manned Spacecraft Center, Correspondence re: Major Cooper’s sightings
   Mine Advisory Committee, NAS, Berkeley. 1-2 December 1964 – Meeting
Space Science Board; Summer Study 1964 NAS

UFO Committee (Dr. E. U. Condon, U of Colorado) Unidentified Flying Objects

Middleton – Telephotometer, January 1952 to date

Middleton – Visit February 1953

A.R. Boileau, Miscellaneous notes and informal memos

Inter-Service Radiation Measuring Program 59/60. Cambridge Research Center 1958

Major David G. Simons, USAF (MC) Data. General Correspondence 1957 to date

Plane – High-Altitude, Flight Physicals & Survival Courses for Current Employees. 1958 to date

Plane & Trailer Programs – General 1960

Plane & Trailer Programs – General 1958

National Research Council-Physics Division. Telephotometer

National Research Council-Physics Division. Telephotometer

National Research Council-Physics Division. Telephotometer

Plane & Trailer Programs – General 1957

Plane & Trailer Programs – General 1956

Hydrological Research Program 1956 to date, J.E. Tyler, Project Leader, Diamond Is., Lake Pend Oreille, etc.